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Art in the City….
As in New York, Paris, Berlin or
Zurich, you can find in Geneva a
district where contemporary
galleries are concentrated. Based
in the centre of the city, the
galleries
show
fascinating
exhibitions for art lovers.
They have the great advantage to
be near two strong institutions:
the Mamco (Modern Art
Museum), the Centre d’art
Contemporain Genève and the
MEG (ethnographic art &
culture museum).
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………

Art day tour in Geneva this Autumn:
Morning
After breakfast have a visit to the expo of the artist Nathan Sawaya
“Art of the Brick” in Palexpo (from Oct. 4th 2018 to Jan.y 6th, 2019)
Midday break
Back in the city center, right in the heart of the contemporary art
district, have a lunch or brunch at Tiffany!
Afternoon stroll
A few steps away from the Tiffany in the Quartier des Bains and
the MAMCO (Modern Art Museum) and/or the MEG
Happy hour
Twice a year, the galleries and museums of the Quartier des Bains
host an after-hours evening called La Nuit des Bains. Next event is
on October 11, 2018.
If weather is nice walk to the Parc des Bastions and the through
the Old Town or along the Rhone River back to the Lake shore
and Eastwest Hotel to finish the day with a relaxing drink on the
peaceful patio !
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The Art of the Brick arrives this autumn in Geneva !
From the 4th of October 2018 to the 6th of January 2019

A MILLION COLOURED BRICKS to enter the imaginary worlds of Nathan Sawaya, an american artist
renowned for his masterful creations in LEGO© bricks. With only coloured bricks he develops imaginary
worlds and breaks free from more conventional forms.
One of the most popular toys in the world crashes through the pop culture and invents « The Art of the
Brick »- the exhibition of Nathan Sawaya pays tribute to Bob Dylan, Jimi Hendrix and Andy Warhol.
With humour, the artist re-interprets and twists classical works such as Mona Lisa, Vermeer’s Girl With a
Pearl Earring or Venus de Milo…
> About Nathan Sawaya
> About the Expo in Geneva
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Art Nouveau Gem in the heart of the contemporary art scene
Tiffany Hotel, ideally located on a quiet street right in
the heart of Geneva cultural scene and contemporary
art district, is the perfect urban hideaway for an arty
stay in the city.
In a charming historic building dating from the end of
the 19th century, which has been tastefully restored,
the hotel is noteworthy for its Art Nouveau style,
carried down to the finest detail, creating a unique
and intimate venue.
Golden fireflies and porcelain flowers adorn a
gracious chandelier hanging in the glass-ceilinged
atrium located between the original building and the
new addition of the Tiffany Hotel.
The lamp, an original creation by the interior
designers Marc Hertrich and Nicolas Adnet, borrows
motifs from the Art Nouveau style evoking the
atmosphere of a grand villa from the turn of the 20th
century.
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Enjoying a meal and taking in the neighbourhood
The Tiffany restaurant is located between Geneva’s
traditional banking area and the Arts district, with its
contemporary art galleries and museums.
Fully immersed in the neighbourhood’s vibe, here is
where these contrasting sectors meet for a coffee,
lunch, an afternoon drink or a Sunday brunch,
allowing the international traveller to enjoy the area’s
lively atmosphere.
Locals and visitors alike appreciate the warm and
spontaneous welcome from the restaurant’s dedicated
team. Culinary creativity involving fresh produce
prepared in a simple, yet flavourful manner has made
a name for this fine establishment.
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